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The Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest has served as the location
of numerous archaeological investigations. Despite all of the work done, there is a
question of whether a representative sample of the archaeological record has been saved
and subsequently whether the reports and findings from the Ackerman Unit of the
Tombigbee National Forest are legitimate and can be applied to a larger body or research
at the regional, and even national scale. This thesis will evaluate whether a paradigmatic
classification of occupations can be used to assess if a representative sample of the
archaeological record has been saved, and consequently whether identifiable bias exists
among the practitioners who recorded those occupations.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement

An unfortunate reality of contemporary archaeological practice is that cultural
material and artifacts at all scales are often classified and recorded based solely on the
relevant practitioner’s interests and within the classification system that they are most
familiar with or that is stipulated in their region (Dunnell 1984) . One thing that makes
this situation especially problematic is that researchers and practitioners often are not
explicit about the terms and classificatory systems they use. This is inherently
problematic due simply to the fact that multiple classification systems are being used in
different ways, thus doing away with the possibility for any type of consistency and,
consequently, synthesis across regions. Synthetic research is a key component for
understanding larger scale settlement patterns and population trends, and without an
explicit system where research can be communicated between practitioners and across
regions, such studies are of questionable value. This practice is frankly unethical, in that
it compromises the amount of knowledge that can be assembled from the archaeological
record, a non-renewable resource (Dunnell and Dancey 1983). This is especially true if it
leads to unjustifiable significance decisions that could result in the biased destruction of
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occupations, making it completely impossible for future generations of practitioners to
revisit them with inevitable technological advances.
A plethora of cultural material exists within the confines of the Ackerman Unit of
the Tombigbee National Forest (TNF) on the United States Forest Service’s (USFS) lands
in Mississippi. No clear-cut system has been in place that specifies how this material
should be recorded and preserved, or how subsequent reports detailing the findings
should be comprised, except for CRM guidelines put out by the Mississippi Department
of Archives and History (Sims 2001). These guidelines have changed over time, and
adherence to them has varied considerably by project and practitioner. Ultimately, USFS
archaeologists have not demonstrated whether the material that they collect and record is
an actual representation of what exists in the areas they are delineating and discussing in
their reports, nor can they be confident that a representative sample of such areas –
traditionally called ‘sites’ – is being preserved. A representative sample is one that lacks
bias and accurately reflects all of the cultural material in a given area. Essentially, a
sample is representative when enough of all materials have been collected so that the
addition of more data would be repetitive (Gotelli and Colwell 2011).
Before a system of classification can be put in place to insure that a full range of
future archaeological research can be carried out, it is critical that the work that has
already been done be revisited and assessed for representativeness. This would essentially
test how usable this material is for future research endeavors and would identify areas of
prior practitioner bias, hopefully enlightening future archaeologists on how to avoid these
pitfalls. For example, “If multiple executions of a site survey procedure in the exact same
area yielded varying frequencies of different kinds of artifacts, then that procedure would
2

be considered unreliable” (Wandsnider and Camilli 1992:170-171) and the resulting
collections could not be considered to be representative of that area. There is a serious
question of whether the occupations represented in reports that have already been
published are usable for a wide range of current and future research projects or if the
discrepancies in significance assessments have resulted in biases in what is being
preserved. The proposed solution to this problem for the purpose of this thesis, and
hopefully a wider body of research and practice in archaeology, is to create a system of
classification for occupations that allows practitioners to save a representative sample
that is not just reflective of their research interests or “common sense” intuition, but
allows for future research when inevitable technological and theoretical advancements
occur. This classification system will be used on occupations that have already been
identified and recorded to test whether it can identify bias in collection methods,
recording preferences, and significance determinations.
Research Questions:


Can a paradigmatic classificatory scheme be used to show whether archaeological
occupations assessed as eligible or potentially eligible for inclusion on the
National Register of Historic Places are representative of all occupations recorded
from the Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest?



Is practitioner bias a source of variability in the way sites (occupations) are
assessed for the study area?
o How is this potential bias reflected when occupations are distributed in my
classificatory paradigm?
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o Are some people with certain approaches more nearly saving a
representative sample? (Is one methodology better than another?)
Hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: An explicitly defined paradigmatic classification of occupations will reveal
systematic biases between different practitioners in how the archaeological record is
conceptualized in terms of what is considered significant (e.g., some practitioners will be
more prone to favor large, artifact-rich sites at the expense of small sites with light
artifact density).
H1a: Differences between practitioners in what is considered significant will decrease
overall bias by evening out representation in occupation classes; i.e., there will be a
“serendipity effect.”
Significance Assessments
A critical component of this thesis focuses on significance assessments and how
these types of decisions are made on a daily basis in the USFS. The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) states that federal agencies must evaluate the
environmental effects of undertakings and disclose them to the public via either an
Environmental Assessment or an Environmental Impact Statement. While archaeological
sites and areas of interest technically qualified as a part of this effort, they were largely
ignored until President Nixon signed Executive Order 11593, which tied the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and NEPA together. Consequently, agencies were
required to identify sites and nominate those that appeared to qualify for the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP), as specified in Section 101 of the NHPA. Prior to
the NHPA, there was little semblance of a salvage mentality in most federal agencies.
4

Archaeological sites, both historic and prehistoric, were finally prioritized by the federal
government as properties worth preserving. However, not all sites qualify for the
National Register, and this is where significance assessments made by archaeologists
become critical. According to Section 106 of the NHPA, permits must be acquired or
regulations followed that ensure the environmental and archaeological impacts have been
assessed and an archaeological survey undertaken to find all cultural resources in the area
of potential effects. Section 106 requires that the archaeologist make a reasonable and
good faith effort to find all sites in the area they are contracted to survey.
When cultural material of potential importance is found in one of these surveys,
the site’s significance is determined based on whether or not it is eligible to be placed on
the NRHP, a list of districts, sites, buildings, and structures significant to American
architecture, history, archaeology, and culture. A site is considered eligible for the NRHP
when it has “yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history” (36 CFR 60.4). This very general outline of significance leaves it up to the
archaeologist to build a case for why their site of interest should be considered significant
(Peacock and Rafferty 2007). As a result, a potential bias in significance is created based
on the archaeologist’s interests, the thoroughness of their survey, and the time and
resources at their disposal to complete the assessment for their client. With no explicit
outline for how significance should be assessed in a region, there are bound to be
inconsistencies in the sites or materials that are considered significant by different
archaeologists.
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The Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest
The area of focus for this study is the Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National
Forest (TNF). The Ackerman Unit of the TNF includes portions of three counties in north
Mississippi: Winston, Choctaw, and Oktibbeha. Geographically, “it lies almost entirely
within the North Central Hills physiographic province, characterized by highly dissected
ridge systems and a dendritic drainage pattern” (Peacock and Patrick 1997:3). Numerous
types of foliage currently cover the landscape, but the TNF is categorized as having been
predominantly composed of mixed hardwoods prior to Historic-period settlement
(Peacock et al. 2008). The soil profile is dominated by sandy and silty clay loams that top
dense, red clay subsoils (McMullen 1986). In terms of geology in the area, Ackerman
sandstone is a prominent geological outcrop along many bluff lines and was used as a
building material by historic settlers. Furthermore, sands, sandstones, clay shales, clays,
lignite, and low grade iron ore are typical of the geology of the Ackerman Unit (Peacock
and Patrick 1997). Prior to 1959, the TNF was controlled by the Soil Conservation
Service. It was in 1959 that control of the land was passed to the United States
Department of Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service. This change, as well as the passage of
numerous conservation laws, including the National Historic Preservation Act,
dramatically increased the amount of compliance archaeology being done across the
country, but especially on government owned and run lands (Peacock and Rafferty 2007).
In 1967, the first USFS archaeologist was hired, but it would be years before enough
state-level archaeologists and staff were hired to complete the large amounts of work
being doled out to them (Peacock 1994).
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The Ackerman Unit of the TNF was not systematically surveyed until the 1980s
when John Blitz began organized surveys in quarter sections of land (Peacock 2015a).
Any work done prior to this provided little fodder for intensive analysis as it was unclear
exactly how much of the unit had actually been surveyed, and therefore rendered any
resultant information unreliable for any real conclusions to be drawn concerning the
archaeological significance of the land. Even once Blitz began taking a more systematic
approach, screening shovel tests was not a mandatory protocol and the areas investigated
by him still required contemporarily acceptable archaeological investigation (Peacock
2015a). Currently, the Ackerman Unit of the TNF has been surveyed in its entirety using
accepted standards, but not all of these data have been published or even made available
to the public. This thesis is made even more relevant by the fact that it could be used in
future significance assessments made in regard to these unreported data.
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Figure 1.1

Location of the portion of the Tombigbee National Forest that contains the
Ackerman Unit in Choctaw, Winston, and Oktibbeha Counties, MS.

It was not until the 1980s that considerable amounts of archaeological work
started being conducted on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. In 1984, John Blitz took on
the task of surveying “several quarter-sections of the Ackerman Unit of the TNF, using
methods identical to those reported by earlier surveyors” (Peacock 1994, 74), i.e., visual
survey where possible, shovel testing without screening elsewhere. Where little to
nothing was previously identified by surveyors, Blitz recorded a total of 42 sites, 29 of
which had prehistoric components (Blitz 1984; Peacock 1994). This stark difference in
findings between practitioners in the same area using very similar methods demonstrates
how bias has impacted the archaeological record in the TNF from its infancy. This
increased incidence of archaeological sites from what was previously assumed presented
numerous issues for the small staff assigned to grapple with such an immense amount of
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land to manage. In 1987, Samuel O. Brookes was hired as the Forest Archaeologist for
the state of Mississippi and implemented a more in depth and systematic program of
inquiry into the archaeology in the state’s national forests (Peacock 1994, 2015a). This
led to the Ackerman Unit being resurveyed using screens and more modern survey
techniques (Peacock 1995).
Practitioner methods have varied over time in terms of how cultural material is
located and identified. Current methods and protocols were last updated in 1999. The
1999 standards did not dramatically alter methods already being used by practitioners
doing archaeological work on the TNF. The most substantial protocol change occurred
when screening of shovel tests became mandatory in areas where open ground survey
would be insufficient. A case study that reinvestigated previously open ground surveyed
areas using shovel testing and screening revealed undiscovered cultural material (Peacock
1995). The implementation of mandated screening proved to be critical for the discovery
of cultural materials. The guidelines for shovel test survey in Mississippi state that
“shovel tests should be excavated at 30 meter (100 feet) intervals maximum across terrain
with poor ground surface visibility” and that pedestrian, or open ground, survey may only
occur in areas with less than 30 percent vegetation cover (Sims 2001). For pedestrian
survey, practitioners must walk transects spaced at 15 to 30 meters maximum, and must
submit transect spacing justification. Furthermore, in cases where shovel testing is used,
“each shovel test, approximately 30x30 cm…in diameter, must be excavated into sterile
subsoil or 100 cm, whichever occurs first” (Sims 2001). Once soil is excavated, it must
be screened through 6.35 mm (1/4 inch) or smaller hardware cloth, and in any case where
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these procedures are not followed, alternate methods must have been approved in
advance by MDOT Environmental archaeologists (Sims 2001).
The archaeological record is highly subject to degradation and every time an
archaeologist digs or works at a site, they are essentially destroying its context.
Therefore, decisions should not be made based solely on contemporary research interests.
Rather, “saving a representative sample of sites of all types and ages is more defensible
than evaluating and managing sites based on contemporary research questions” (Peacock
1996a:42). Unfortunately, this has not always been the case in the USFS or other
agencies. Discrepancies have been allowed to arise due to a lack of systemization for
archaeological protocol even by region. This thesis will critically evaluate these
discrepancies and how practitioner bias affects significance assessments of occupations.
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CHAPTER II
OCCUPATIONS AND CLASSIFICATION
Eligibility Guidelines
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility is one of the components
being used in this thesis to assess bias among practitioners. It is therefore integral to this
thesis that the criteria and background of the NRHP and associated laws and regulations
be explicitly explained. While the NHPA falls under federal jurisdiction and is
administered by the National Park Service, there are also state guidelines that
practitioners have to follow when recording on government-owned land, as is the case of
the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. These state and federal mandates are not always explicit
in their meanings, which is to be expected as they must be applied to a broad range of
cultural and natural resources. However, it is this lack of explicit definitions on a local
level that contributes to the discrepancies between practitioners, and thus discrepancies in
preservation of the archaeological record. The laws that do apply to the TNF will be
explained in full to best clarify the conditions under which practitioners are expected to
operate.
To begin, the NRHP was created as a part of the National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) of 1966. At the NHPA’s inception in the 1960s, a need arose for cultural
survey to take place in areas with rapid urban renewal as well as an expanding interstate
system (Nevitt 2014). The NHPA set a mandate for the American public to “use
11

measures, including financial and technical assistance, to foster conditions under which
our modern society and our prehistoric resources can exist in productive harmony and
fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations”
(United States Congress [USC] 2016). The destruction of physical landmarks by federal
highway construction concerned citizens of towns and cities who were seeing their local
history destroyed. This prompted action on a national level, and led President Lyndon
Johnson and Congress to enact a historic preservation program. Prior to the NHPA, the
laws that existed were not capable of preserving all of the at risk cultural and
environmental resources. The Antiquities Act of 1906, Historic Sites Act of 1935, and the
Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 represented early attempts by the government and public
to enact a salvage mentality. Once Americans saw historic buildings and landscapes
being destroyed by urban renewal, they demanded more be done by the federal and state
governments to preserve specific places.
Section 101 of the NHPA created the NRHP. The NRHP is a list of districts, sites,
buildings, and structures significant to American architecture, history, archaeology, and
culture. Using the NHPA, private or public entities can apply for a certain site to become
a part of the NRHP, and thus protect it from demolition or other types of damage. Despite
being incredibly impactful and far-reaching, the NHPA does not restrict development of
private property. Sites on private land can become listed on the NRHP, but they are
subject to impact at the owner’s discretion, rather than that of the public. Section 110 of
the NHPA helps to ensure that sites considered worthy of the NRHP are nominated. It
states that agency heads are responsible for the preservation of historic property, and that
they therefore must identify, evaluate, and nominate historic properties for the National
12

Register (USC 2016). The evaluative portions of Sections 106 and 110 are of the greatest
concern for this thesis, as they directly refers to the decisions being made by practitioners
about whether the occupations that they come across are eligible or not for the NRHP.
The NHPA certainly gives guidelines as to what should be considered for the National
Register, but much of the decision-making and justification for an occupation to become
eligible lies directly in the hands of the practitioner.
In addition to these two sections of the NHPA, Section 106 mandates that “the
head of any Federal agency having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal
or federally assisted undertaking in any State… shall take into account the effect of the
undertaking on any historic property” (USC 2016:43). This particular section provides an
example of how the intent of the NHPA may be noble, but that the vague wording can
leave many of these historic properties unprotected. For example, there is no definitive
means explained by which to ‘take into account’ a historical property. Furthermore,
different government agencies are allowed to enforce these laws in different ways and are
not held accountable to any set standard (Peacock and Rafferty 2007). This may allow for
agencies in different regions with varying responsibilities to deal with historic properties
more appropriately, but also allows for some of these historic properties to fall through
the cracks and ultimately go unprotected, especially as each agency may write its own
regulations.
Fortunately, a certain amount of oversight for these processes was enacted in Title
2 of the NHPA, which has since been updated to Title 36 (36 CFR 60.4). Title 2
established the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), which consists of
seventeen members appointed by various federal agencies, ten of whom are appointed by
13

the President of the United States. The ACHP’s main roles are to hear disputes that
concern the NHPA and then make recommendations to the President or relevant
government agencies as to how these disputes should be handled (Nevitt 2014). Since this
committee does not have the time or resources to hear all cases, Title 2 also established a
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for each state. SHPOs are appointed by the
governor of the state they represent and are paid for by the National Park Service. Since
SHPOs do not have to be archaeologists, and often are not, Title 2 also lays out
professional standards for who can practice archaeology and make recommendations to
the SHPO concerning the eligibility of sites for the NRHP. Importantly, Title 2 defines
the criteria needed for a historic or prehistoric point property to become part of the
NRHP. Criteria for significance are laid out in the Code of Federal Regulations (36 CFR
60.4) and expressly states that qualification for the NRHP depends on
“the quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures and
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association and (a) that are associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or (b) that are
associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or (c) that embody the
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; or (d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history” (36 CFR 60.4, 335).
A thorough understanding of these principles is crucial to the ultimate nomination of sites
for the NRHP, but is left up to the practitioner who inevitably possesses some form of
bias.
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Sites vs. Occupations
The term ‘site’ has arguably become as critical a concept to archaeological
fieldwork and research as any other. It permeates nearly every aspect of archaeological
work and is an essential part of the methods and theories employed by most researchers.
Despite its widespread use and acceptance throughout the archaeological community,
practitioners are rarely explicit in what they mean when they use the term (Dunnell
1992). The term itself is so ubiquitous and blindly accepted that practitioners likely feel
as though they do not even need to define site and its parameters for their specific study.
It is this over-use and lack of clarity that make the term so problematic. In fact, it has
been argued that, “the notion of site as an archaeological concept is defective, even
deleterious to archaeology. Its use is warranted neither as a unit of observation nor as a
unit of analysis” (Dunnell 1992:21-22). The concept of the archaeological site has been
around for so long that its relationship with the archaeological record and any inherent
associations predate contemporary interests and analytical techniques of the discipline
(Dunnell and Dancey 1983). The primary problem with the use of site as a form of
description is “a conceptual one relating to the spatial definition of archaeological data”
(Dunnell and Dancey 1983:268). The areas that were occupied by people of the past by
no means had the strict boundaries often put forth by practitioners when they define and
investigate sites. Site delineation is ultimately an arbitrary decision of the practitioner and
can be very inconsistent. In order for archaeology to advance as a discipline,
archaeologists need to be more explicit in what they mean when they use site, which, in
many cases, can be replaced by more specific and clearly defined terminology.
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One of the most widely used definitions of site comes from Willey and Phillips
(1958:18), where even they acknowledge the difficulty in actually defining the term:
“A site is the smallest unit of space dealt with by the archeologist and the most
difficult to define. Its physical limits, which may vary from a few square yards to
as many square miles, are often impossible to fix. About the only requirement
ordinarily demanded of the site is that it be fairly continuously covered by the
remains of former occupation, and the general idea is that these pertain to a single
unit of settlement, which may be anything from a small camp to a large city.”
Obviously, a great deal of variability exists when the term site is used without any sort of
specific context or parameters. Because a knowledge of the term is assumed amongst
members of the archaeological community, practitioners are not required to be explicit in
their use of it, although states may enact specific criteria usually related to artifact
density. To further complicate this situation, archaeological research is always a
contemporary phenomenon, and any analysis of artifact distribution and therefore site
delineation is symptomatic of the practitioner’s theoretical and methodological biases.
Consequently, “the continuous distributions of artifacts that are taken to demark sites are
contemporary patterns and are not a priori archaeologically relevant units” (Dunnell
1992:26). It is important to remember that the archaeological record is by no means
permanent and is, in fact, disappearing. This alarming fact makes it even more critical
that the archaeological record be responsibly recorded and assessed with the possibility of
future research endeavors and technological advancements in mind.
The archaeological conception of site and its consequent overuse are doing a
disservice to irreplaceable archaeological resources. Uncritical use of the term suggests
that
…all significant cultural information occurs within high-density clusters of
artifacts… Using site to structure recovery limits data collection to a small
16

fraction of the total area occupied by any past cultural system and systematically
excludes nearly all direct evidence of the actual articulation between people and
their environment [Dunnell and Dancey 1983: 211-212].
Sites are arbitrary divisions of space whose boundaries are created to best suit the
purposes of the researcher or a specific project (Rafferty 2008). The term site has become
so general and unspecific that when one thinks of a site, images of an archaeologically
abundant landscape are conjured. The reality of the matter is that in certain locations it
only takes quite literally a small handful of cultural material, or even a single artifact, to
be considered a site. Wandsnider and Camilli (1992:170) note:
Traditional moderate-intensity site survey… faithfully measures the numbers and
locations of archaeological manifestations with standing architecture. It is less
faithful with respect to documenting small artifact scatters and reproduces even
less faithfully the location of individual artifacts.
Not only does the practitioner’s conception of what a site is affect the outcome of his or
her work, but the methodology chosen is also critical for accurately recording and
representing occupations. Archaeological inquiry that lacks explicitly defined goals and
methods designed to meet those stated goals can create inconsistencies that are easily
preventable when it comes to different artifact densities and the artifact types that are
ultimately recorded. It follows, then, that the data collected and recorded may not be fully
representative of a given locus. Clearly, work needs to be done in the way of clarifying
the language used by professional archaeologists. More specific units, such as
occupation, should be used to clarify how phenomena are recorded and studied.
For example, a study conducted by Saunders et al. (2005) at Watson Brake in
northeast Louisiana provides valuable information concerning the range of dates for the
building of its impressive mounds. The authors compare Watson Brake with other Middle
17

Archaic mounds, and while their data backing these comparisons are of sound quality,
their use of the term site trivializes many of the dates they produce. Saunders et al. say,
“The only trait common to all Middle Archaic mound sites is the mounds themselves…
Sites varied not only in size, number of mounds, and site layout, but also in
presence/absence of artifact types, and perhaps, standing architecture” (Saunders et al.
2005:663). By conceptualizing these artifact assemblages as Middle Archaic sites, the
authors strip them of their unique occupational timelines, which may or may not be
continuous. Furthermore, use of the term “site,” and grouping many of the assemblages in
such a way, makes it seem as though these mounds are contemporaneous occurrences,
which may not have been the case. Use of the term Middle Archaic is even problematic
because it is a construct produced by archaeologists and creates bounds over time that
certainly did not exist when these mounds were actually being built. Despite justifications
that using such terminology makes archaeological phenomena easier to discuss among
members of the archaeological community, using occupations would actually provide a
more concise timeline.
It is often the case that cultural periods or phases, which have long been
considered the standard for grouping and considering archaeological assemblages and
sites, are the sole means by which archaeologists looking back at old site cards and
reports can conceptualize the cultural material they are dealing with. Stemming from the
work of culture historians, these constructs are supposed to designate specific cultural
characteristics that researchers are expected to be familiar with. This is highly
problematic as these phases are not real. They are constructs of relatively contemporary
scholars and were by no means in existence during prehistory; they are not discoverable,
18

so to speak. These categories are essentialist in that they confine an entire block of time
and sometimes space to a very particular set of characteristics. They essentially do away
with the possibility for outliers and artificially standardize prehistoric cultures (Dunnell
1971).
Gregory Fox (1998) examined phase construction and use in southeastern
Missouri where phases created in the early 1950s had since gone unchecked or
questioned. Fox used statistical analysis to test whether phases actually group or classify
artifacts appropriately. Fox’s analysis ultimately showed that phases need to be
reconsidered, if not done away with entirely. He says, “Cluster analysis [of ceramic data]
should have produced clusters of assemblages that corresponded to phase assignments. It
did not” (Fox 1998:58). Instead, he notes that his statistical analyses show these phases to
be completely arbitrary and in some cases completely incorrect in regard to the cultural
material that has been intuitively grouped into them over the years. This poignant
example highlights the ad hoc nature of the phases so highly regarded by many working
archaeologists. While all classes are in fact arbitrary, whether problem-oriented or not, it
is most problematic when researchers consider their classes to be real and discoverable.
There is no real system for placing artifacts and materials into these phases, only the
intuition and background of the researcher doing so. If nothing else, Fox’s study testifies
to the need for a standardized system of analysis that sufficiently represents various
cultural resources in certain time and space confines. Phases could serve this function if
they were explicitly constructed as classes at the scale of occupation, not ad hoc groups,
with explicit criteria for membership (Dunnell 1971). As such, they would be classes
with which occupations could be identified for higher-level (e.g., settlement pattern)
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analyses. For the purposes of preservation practice, however, a lower-scale
phenomenological unit, the occupation, is needed.
It is rare to find studies where the term site goes completely unused. However,
researchers can still conceptualize these so-called sites in alternative and explicit terms.
Schiffer et al. (1978) discuss the pros and cons of understanding artifact assemblages in
terms of various parameters. They say, “Parameters are characteristics of the regional
archaeological record (the study area). They may be general, such as the density or
frequency of all sites or artefacts; or they can be very specific, such as the association of a
site or artefact type with a particular microenvironment” (Schiffer et al. 1978: 2-3). In
Schiffer et al.’s case, the target parameters are set to address an explicitly stated research
problem. Importantly, they give clear definitions of these parameters to prevent their
readers from having to make assumptions based on their own background. A specific
research plan can help with conceptualizing assemblages and deposits at different scales,
rather than a general and unclear usage of site as a signifier for all artifact assemblages
without any consideration of their scale. However, decisions about what is significant
cannot be limited to any specific research question or set of questions, as that would in
itself be a potent form of bias, severely limiting the kinds and range of questions that
could be asked by future researchers of a consequently diminished archaeological record.
In a cultural resources survey performed in Mississippi, Rafferty et al. (2011)
devised a classification system for artifact assemblages using a paradigm. The goal was
to “divide archaeological occupations into categories that represent major dimensions of
variability within the data” (Rafferty et al. 2011:534). Understanding the variability
among assemblages and occupations, especially in a cultural resource management sense,
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allows for more informed decision making concerning preservation practices. Instead of
conceptualizing different groups of findings as merely sites, such a strategy delineated
assemblages into multiple or single occupations, using artifact density, richness, and
occupational intensity as dimensions. Saunders et al.’s (2005) Watson Brake article could
have benefitted from such a classification scheme in that it would have spoken more to
the variability between different mounds and mound sites.
Archaeologists need to take upon themselves the task of preserving the
archaeological record in the most efficient way, one that not only best fits their
contemporary research needs, but also allows for future research with inevitable
technological, methodological, and theoretical advancements. Dunnell notes, “The very
hub of moral concerns is the notion of archaeological significance because, to a greater or
lesser extent, virtually all management decisions depend on these admittedly judgmental
assessments” (Dunnell 1984: 63). Academic publications that confront this issue are
limited. However, this makes the subject even more worth engaging. In fact, the lack of
work done should inspire more archaeologists to look critically at their own language and
terminology, such as the site concept, and motivate them to be more explicit. The broad
and unspecific definitions associated with site do not allow practitioners to grapple with
their findings in a manner that best preserves and represents the archaeological record.
The most useful terminology in doing away with the concept of site is arguably
occupation. For this reason, this thesis will work to classify recorded occupations on the
Ackerman Unit of the Tombigbee National Forest. To clarify, an occupation is a
spatially, temporally, and formally associated set of artifacts. It follows then that it can
also be considered an artifact, composed of individual discrete artifacts at smaller scales,
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as it is the largest scale (Dunnell 1971; Rafferty 2008). A site is just a place on the
landscape where artifacts are found; a site can have any number of occupations.
Assemblages of artifacts can exist at numerous scales, but occupation is perhaps the most
useful unit when conceptualizing artifact assemblages at larger scales and is most
comparable to how the term site is typically thought of in its problematic usages.
Furthermore, the National Historic Preservation Act protects historic places, which can
correctly be conceptualized as sites when sites are defined as the places where artifacts
are found. This often leads archaeologists to incorrectly conceptualize sites and
archaeological occupations as synonymous, a problem that is avoided via explicit
distinction between the two.

Serendipity
A concept critical to this thesis is the role of serendipity in preservation and
significance assessments. Peacock and Rafferty (2007, 119) note that, in American
archaeology, “there is a clear bias toward large, artifact rich sites with a relatively high
likelihood of subsurface features.” Furthermore, due to the way the NRHP defines
potential sites, occupations with features and/or large concentrations of artifacts are
favored, while smaller ones are often excluded (Cain 2012). While this bias may exist,
other practitioners may find it pertinent to save a representative sample of small-sized
occupations because they are more representative of a particular research interest. The
question is whether such biases ultimately end up evening out in terms of what is being
saved and recorded from the archaeological record. The possibility exists that various
individual biases could differ and serendipitously result in a representative sample of the
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archaeological record being saved. Should this turn out to be the case, a paradigm being
used to classify occupations would show very little bias and an almost equal
representation of all different types of occupations (i.e. big versus small ones, etc.) being
considered significant. In this case, an interesting use of the paradigm will be to see if
individual practitioners’ recorded occupations group in specific areas of the paradigm.
This would still identify individual practitioner bias, but could show that a representative
sample was in fact being saved via serendipity.
Serendipity is defined by Van Andel (1994: 643) as “the art of making an
‘unsought finding’… when two or more elements (observations, hypotheses, ideas, facts,
relations or insights) are combined originally, for the finder or anybody, to something
new and true (science), new and useful (technology), or new and fascinating (arts).”
Consequently, “Serendipity has a long history in science as having played a key role in
many significant discoveries. As it involves both chance and sagacity, serendipity has
been paraphrased as ‘accidental wisdom’” (Rivoal and Salazar 2013:178). This definition
and the concept itself are incredibly pervasive in archaeology through both the discovery
of artifacts as well as whether or not these artifacts are saved. Often times, a considerable
degree of chance is involved in whether occupations are ever located, and once they are
located, whether or not they are preserved. These types of decisions often rely upon the
interests and motivations of the practitioners involved, the location of the findings, and
the availability of resources required to responsibly retrieve and preserve them. Ian
Hodder discusses the idea of reflexivity in archaeology as “the recognition and
incorporation of multiple stakeholder groups, and the self-critical awareness of one’s
archaeological truth claims as historical and contingent” (Hodder 2003:56). While the
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practitioner’s bias directly effects what is identified and saved, at an even higher level,
the state and federal laws set parameters via which the practitioner can be biased. Hodder
continues that “post-colonial processes, global interactions, and the massive rise in the
destruction of archaeological sites and monuments around the world have together
created an awareness of how divergent opinions about the past should be managed”
(Hodder 2003:56). The parts of the past that end up being saved by archaeological
practitioners are very much subject to the interests of the present.
Despite serendipity and a clear research plan being separate entities, they often
are complementary to one another. A serendipitous discovery over the course of a
research project may lead to unexpected results, or may illuminate features initially
deemed less important. It is especially critical that the practitioner be open to
serendipitous findings simply because the archaeological record is nonrenewable and
discoveries that may not seem important in the present may be critical to researchers in
the future. Van Andel (1994:643) says, “When something ‘new’ is found it often takes
years before we know how new and true, useful or fascinating it really is. If we then look
back on how the finding was done, the possibility for forming a legend is there.” The
development of new technologies as well as progressing research questions and interests
may make materials discovered today, or the reports that chronicle them, of immense
value to future practitioners. Detailed records are therefore imperative simply because
serendipitous discoveries not fully understood by the original practitioner may be used by
future practitioners to better understand the archaeological record. These discoveries
would not be possible without the availability and presence of detailed records (or of the
phenomena themselves). In this way, a detailed research plan and serendipity go hand in
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hand. It is important to remember that “systematic, directed (re)search and serendipity do
not exclude each other, but conversely, they complement and even reinforce each other.
In practice it [an informed research plan and eventual successful study] is not by design
or by serendipity, but rather by design and serendipity” (Van Andel 1994: 644). A wellplanned and solid research plan should account for unexpected problems and certainly be
open to serendipitous discoveries. This only benefits and improves the quality of the
research and its outcomes.
Serendipitous discoveries are a prevalent part of individual archaeological
surveys, excavations, and subsequent findings; however, serendipity can manifest in
another, less obvious role. Serendipitous discoveries can be made across multiple
projects. In terms of this thesis, it is hypothesized that differences between practitioners
in what is considered significant will decrease overall bias by evening out representation
in occupation classes; i.e., there will be a “serendipity effect” in site (or occupation)
preservation. Assuming that a certain amount of bias exists among practitioners and what
they deem is significant, the differences in bias between practitioners will serendipitously
save closer to a representative sample of the archaeological record. In this case, it is the
job of future researchers to identify the significance of these reports and how they can be
recontextualized for a larger purpose.
This being said, it is the goal of this thesis to propose a system of classification
for occupations that future archaeologists, specifically those working professionally in
cultural resource management, can use to make their work more consistent and thus
usable for future generations of archaeologists in terms of preserving a representative
sample of occupations. While any such system will necessarily reflect, to some degree,
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the structure of the archaeological record in a given area (e.g., not all artifacts types, such
as pottery, will be found in all areas), there are dimensions that can be universally
applied. In a broader sense, the approach advocated here of occupation identification with
paradigmatic classes can be adapted to different areas with relative ease. Development
and application of the method, and ultimately testing for representativeness of
occupations, will be discussed in the following section.
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CHAPTER III
MATERIALS & METHODS
Paradigmatic Classification
In order to assess the overall representativeness of the occupations that have been
recorded and deemed significant during the work done on the TNF, classification that
specifically addresses this problem will be created. It is important to keep in mind that
any classification is arbitrary and an ideational creation of the researcher, created in order
to address a specific research question or problem. Dunnell (1971:46) notes:
Classification is best treated, once defined as the process for the creation of units
of meaning by means of redundancy, in terms of a series of axioms or
consequences of the definition. In doing this, both the assumptions upon which it
is founded and the rules for its operation may be made explicit.
Classifications can thus be created to address any research problem in that dimensions
chosen are pertinent to that problem and classes formed by the intersection of modes
within each dimension are mutually exclusive and exhaustive (Dunnell 1971). The
classification for this study was created for the purpose of organizing occupations in site
reports from the TNF in order to test for possible biases and trends in significance
assessments. It is important to note that the classes that make up the classification
presented in this study are not inductively derived groups. While the members of
ideational classes form groups, classes are considered and created before any material or
research is conducted and use dimensions and modes that pertain to a specific question
(Dunnell 1971). Grouping also often occurs without formal classification, in an ad hoc
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manner after materials have been collected, and thus groups are created using intuitions
about the nature of the artifacts or materials at hand. This is problematic as it allows for
preconceived notions about the nature of the material to influence the questions
subsequently being asked. In other words, unlike formal classes, ad hoc groups are not
problem-oriented constructs and thus are poorly suited for hypothesis testing (Dunnell
1971).
Paradigmatic classification will be used in this study to conceptualize and
organize the occupations ascertainable from information in the USFS site reports for the
Ackerman Unit of the TNF. Work done after the Phase 1 survey level will not be
considered for this project, as the initial phases of significance assessment are what are of
interest to this thesis. Occupations will be distinguished as spatially distinct artifact
clusters, or in cases of discontinuous occupations, the temporal boundaries by which nonsequent chronological diagnostics are separated. A paradigm is simply a way to visually
organize a classification that is made up of dimensions and subsequent modes that make
up the dimensions. A dimension is “a set of attributes or features which cannot, either
logically or actually, co-occur” and is therefore “a set of mutually exclusive alternative
features” (Dunnell 1971:71). Classes are then created where the modes of these
dimensions intersect with other modes. It is essential that for each dimension, the modes
are exhaustive. Paradigmatic classification works especially well for archaeology because
different dimensions are not ranked by relative importance, and thus the resulting classes
are comparable. Furthermore, it creates consistency between practitioners conducting
their studies at different times or in separate locations because the dimensions remain the
same regardless of the particular practitioner’s preservation inclinations, and this serves
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as an objective means for them to check the validity of their significance assessments in
terms of representativeness. This is a crucial component of this thesis as it creates a more
systematic methodology for future research endeavors by the USFS and others.
In early surveys on the TNF, artifacts were not recorded or bagged separately by
shovel test. In such cases, where detailed spatial data are lacking, discrimination of
occupations will depend solely on whether diagnostic artifact time spans overlap. In the
absence of diagnostics or meaningful spatial variation (artifact clusters), a single
occupation will be assumed, given the likelihood that sites with light artifact density
represent single, relatively short-duration occupations.
A total of five dimensions have been selected to assess the overall
representativeness of the occupations that have been recorded in the Ackerman Unit of
the TNF. These include artifact density, occupation size, feature visibility, presence or
absence of perishables, and the presence or absence of diagnostics. These dimensions will
be broken down into exhaustive modes that ultimately create classes within the paradigm.
A limitation to this classification is that the dimensions and modes must be discernable
from Forest Service site reports and cards, as this thesis is limited to the information
available from those resources and must work within those parameters. Furthermore,
different methods can create very different results even when the same areas of interest or
materials are used (Peacock 1996b). Not only does this introduce a bias into a
practitioner’s results, but in certain cases it also makes the two sets of data incomparable.
Thus, surveys conducted with shovel tests versus those done on open or partially visible
ground will have to be entered into the paradigm separately. Additionally, it is important
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to note that because completely open ground surveys are rare on the TNF, they will be
grouped with surveys with partial surface visibility.
Dimensions
Artifacts are any objects or features that are used, modified, or made by people
(Dunnell 1971; Renfrew and Bahn 2004). Artifacts can be found at a number of different
scales, the highest of which is an occupation. An occupation consists of a group of related
artifacts that are assumed to have been deposited continuously across space and through
time. The middle scale of artifacts, the discrete object, has clear boundaries and can be
portable (e.g., pot, projectile point, etc.) or non-portable (e.g., grave, hearth, post hole,
etc.). The lowest scale of artifact would then be a portion of a discrete object, which
could include anything from pottery temper to the notch of a projectile point (Dunnell
1971). This diversity in artifacts makes it important that artifact density be defined such
that all scales of artifacts can be taken into account. Artifact density simply expresses the
number of discrete objects found in a specified area. This is of concern to this
classification because:
The low-density record is not being found and is not being preserved, and since it
contains information about how past cultural systems used the landscape that is
very different from that found in documented and preserved archaeological sites,
some evaluation of this record is necessary [Wandsnider and Camilli 1992:184].
This procedural problem inevitably introduces bias into the way archaeologists
understand the archaeological record as a whole. In order to avoid this pitfall, three
different levels of artifact density will be used for this paradigm. The modes for artifact
density will be light, medium, and heavy. In order to make these modes exhaustive, light
artifact density is defined as being when less than one artifact per square meter is
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recovered at the site within the occupation’s recorded area. Medium artifact density is
when the number of artifacts recovered is from one to two artifacts per square meter.
Lastly, heavy artifact density is when more than two artifacts per square meter are
recovered in the ‘site’ area (Peacock 2015b). Density will be assessed in the same way
for artifacts collected from the surface. Due to the different collection methods between
occupations where shovel tests were conducted and those where only ground surface
collection was used, these occupations will be considered in two different paradigms. In
situations where both shovel tests and ground surface collection were conducted, that site
will be put in the shovel test paradigm using density measurements only as calculated
from the shovel tests. When sites are only represented by ground surface collections,
density measurements will be conducted in the same way per square meter. Adjustments
for earlier surveys with relatively little information in the reports will be made as
possible.
The next dimension is occupation size. In order to consider occupation size within
the context of the USFS records, it must be assumed that the recorded site size is
equivalent to occupation size, as occupation delineation has not always been recorded by
the USFS. Many factors must be considered as having shaped the form of an occupation:
population, resource availability, time, physical constraints of a landform, and numerous
others. However, not all of these factors are necessarily visible or were included in the
USFS record-keeping system. Therefore, for this classification occupation size will be
denoted as the size of the site, or occupation, within specific physical boundaries.
Multiple occupations that can be verified as two separate episodes in the same space
(e.g., via the presence of non-sequent diagnostics) must be considered separately as
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single occupations. With these considerations in mind, a small occupation is defined as
one within an area equal to or less than 1600 square meters. This represents a single
positive shovel test with the state-mandated two consecutive negative shovel tests on ten
meter intervals north, east, south, and west of the initial positive test. The parameters of
the area are then determined when all of these ten meter interval tests are negative. In
keeping with this logic, a medium-sized occupation would be considered an area greater
than 1600 square meters and less than or equal to 3600 square meters. In this scenario the
original positive would be surrounded to the north, east, south, and west by positives that
must each then have their own ten meter interval shovel tests. To make the modes totally
exhaustive, a large occupation would then be any one that encompassed an area greater
than 3600 square meters. A single-artifact occupation’s size will be given the minimum
shovel-test area even if the artifact was recovered from the surface, as it is unlikely that
any occupation is, in fact, composed of a single artifact that happened to be recovered.
For multi-occupation sites, size will be calculated based on the spatial distributions of
artifacts from the different occupations, as far as can be determined (e.g., when a site has
both a prehistoric and a Historic-period occupation). This will include cases where a
single artifact indicative of a separate occupation is recovered (e.g., a single flake
recovered during testing of a Historic-period house site). This latter distinction can be
made even if artifacts weren’t recovered by shovel test. It also potentially represents
another form of serendipity: e.g., if a house site with a single flake was saved based on
arguments about the significance of the Historic-period occupation, the prehistoric
occupation is consequently saved by serendipity.
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The next dimension considers the presence of visible features. In this case, the
classification considers only whether visible features are at all present or totally
(apparently) absent. The modes are exhaustive in that if any portion of a visible feature is
found, it is considered present. When there is no detectable trace of a visible feature, it is
considered absent. Identified, present features include both surface and subsurface
features. This dimension introduces the bias of preservation. It is very possible that a
feature was once visible, but was no longer present when the archaeologist arrived. This
is not only a limitation for this study, though, but for archaeology in general and therefore
does not compromise the integrity of the classification. What is important, though, is how
a feature is defined. For this classification, a feature is defined as a non-portable discrete
artifact (Dunnell 1971). With this definition, features are still considered to be part of the
artifact density dimension, but are considered separately in the dimension of feature
visibility. This is because the presence of a feature or features may cause practitioners to
pay more attention to a site and impart more importance to it, which would ultimately
introduce bias to their study.
The dimension that considers the presence or absence of perishables is entirely
exhaustive with two modes. In any instance where even a portion of a perishable artifact
is encountered, the record would be grouped into the present mode. A perishable artifact
is one that is especially susceptible to decay and ultimately disappearance from the
archaeological record. Such artifacts may include organic materials like bone or shell,
structural materials (i.e. wood, twine, etc.), plant remains, and any other materials that
may require highly specific environmental conditions for their natural preservation.
These materials are highly prone to degradation by natural formation processes, which
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“are natural events that govern both the burial and the survival of the archaeological
record” (Renfrew and Bahn 2004:56). No distinction will be made between cultural
formation processes and natural formation processes that ultimately affect the integrity of
the archaeological record and what material ends up being left behind. In contrast with
natural formation processes, cultural ones “involve the deliberate or accidental activities
of human beings as they make or use artifacts, build or abandon buildings, plow their
fields and so on” (Renfrew and Bahn 2004:56). There is a considerable amount of
overlap between the two, and it would be far too difficult to differentiate between them
within the confines of the USFS records and within the paradigm.
The final dimension that will be a part of this classification is the presence or
absence of diagnostics. Diagnostic artifacts are those that have specific attributes that can
be used in order to place that artifact in a chronological category (Rouse 1960). This
thesis will only consider chronologically sensitive artifacts as diagnostics. This is due to
the fact that some diagnostics, such as a piece of glass or a flake, have a very lengthy
temporal distribution and cannot be reliably placed in a fine-scale chronology. It is not of
interest to this thesis whether artifacts were appropriately categorized by the researcher
who determined that some attribute of the artifact was diagnostic of a certain period.
Rather, of import to this thesis is the fact that the distinction was made that a diagnostic
was present at whatever site was being recorded. The perception of presence versus
absence of diagnostics is the factor that would introduce bias to the study, as opposed to
whether the diagnostic was actually correctly categorized. On site cards and in reports,
temporal designation is usually indicated by “component.” For the purposes of this thesis,
use of diagnostics to indicate one or more components more specific than “unknown
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prehistoric” or “unknown historic” will qualify an occupation for the “present” category
in the paradigm. These two categories, unknown prehistoric and unknown historic, will
not be counted towards the diagnostics present mode because they are general and lack a
specific temporal distribution. Instead, only artifacts that can be assigned to a named
cultural period will be considered.
Two different paradigms will be produced in my study due to methodological
differences between shovel-test surveys and open-ground surveys. One will allow
classification of shovel-tested sites and one will be used for sites that were recorded via
open-ground survey. Both paradigms will have the same dimensions and be set up in the
same way, but one will contain only shovel-tested occupations and the other will
exclusively contain open-ground occupations. The systematic nature of the paradigms
makes the resulting classes from the different tests comparable, but ensures that the
differences in method do not create mixed or biased results. The figure below is an
example of the paradigm that occupations will eventually be classified into.
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Figure 3.1

Paradigmatic classification of occupations on the Ackerman Unit of the
TNF
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Dimensions listed in the paradigm are of equal importance, and their location in the
paradigm has no bearing on their impact. Class numbers are assigned for convenience
and later reference throughout the thesis.
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Once all occupations are classified, representativeness of those deemed significant
(potentially eligible or eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places)
by the USFS archaeologist will be assessed by comparing the percentages of occupations
deemed significant within each class. For example, if eight percent of occupations in
every class in the paradigm were deemed significant, then assessable bias would not
exist. However, as it is highly unlikely that every class will have an equal percentage of
occupations deemed significant, the differences between these percentages would be
representative of statistical bias. Classes without any occupations will be ignored in this
assessment. If the percentage of significant occupations within each class differs, as
determined by a statistical significance test, from the total percentage of significant
occupations within the entire classification, then some sort of bias is present. It will then
be up to me to further investigate these biases to determine their importance and what the
source of bias may be.
Fisher’s Exact Tests
As mentioned in the last section, differences in the percentage of occupations
determined to be significant in each class would be indicative of statistical bias.
However, simply comparing percentages of eligible occupations in each class would not
entirely reveal whether bias existed because of the difference in numbers of occupations
per class. For example, if fifty percent of occupations were found to be eligible in a class,
this could indicate that just one occupation in a class of two was determined as such. It
could also indicate that twenty occupations were determined to be significant in a class of
forty. Obviously, this poses problems for the eventual direct comparison of members of
classes and the analysis of which dimensions are considered most important for eligibility
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by practitioners. The solution to this issue is to run a statistical test that considers the
amount of occupations in each class, but still tests how different each class is from others
and ultimately whether statistical differences exist in terms of how many occupations in
different classes are determined to be eligible. Once this step is completed and it is found
that statistically significant differences exist, then the paradigm could be used as a tool to
determine where these discrepancies lie, and how biases might be corrected for via future
significance decisions targeting under-represented classes. If no statistically significant
differences exist, than the paradigm could still be used as evidence of this similarity.
The statistical test that best suits this purpose is a Fisher’s exact test. The data
being used for this thesis is categorical in nature. While there can be a number of
different types of categorical variables, in most cases collected data fall into a single
category (Field et al. 2012). Examples of categorical data include gender, pregnancy, and
in the case of this thesis, eligible or ineligible. Chi-square tests are used as the standard
for looking at relationships between categorical variables. However, this thesis will make
use of Fisher’s Exact Tests because chi-square tests are approximations where the larger
the sample is, the better this approximation becomes (Field et al. 2012). In order to use
the chi-square test, it is the standard that “the expected frequencies in each cell must be
greater than 5” (Field et al. 2012, 816). Since this is not the case for the data gathered for
this thesis, as certain classes and practitioners did not always designate more than five
occupations either eligible or ineligible, the resultant approximation of a chi-square test
would not prove sufficient. Fortunately, Fisher devised a method for computing “the
exact probability of the chi-square statistic that is accurate when sample sizes are small”
(Field et al. 2012, 816).
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Fisher’s exact tests deal with the issues that chi-square tests have in computing
smaller sample sizes by computing the exact probability of the chi-square statistic. When
the results of chi-square tests show that frequencies are too low, it is often indicative of
the fact that the sample size is too small and therefore the sampling distribution is too
deviant from a chi-square distribution to be used in a study (Field et al. 2012). This study
did not require entering the data in a chi-square test because enough of the counts are
lower than five, which is preemptively indicative that a Fisher’s exact test is appropriate.
The statistical program R and its package R commander will be used to run data through
Fisher’s exact tests.
A total of four Fisher’s exact tests will be run for this thesis. Two will assess
NRHP eligibility based on the practitioner that made the significance assessment; one for
open ground survey and one for shovel tested surveys, as these are not comparable and
are in separate paradigms. The second two exact tests will assess NRHP eligibility based
on the class in the paradigm that each occupation was classified into. In order to run the
data for this thesis through R, it needs to be organized categorically in tables. A single
table will be set up for each of the four exact tests. The first organizes the eligibility of
occupations based on the practitioner who recorded it in instances where occupations
were identified using open ground survey.
Table 3.1

Fisher’s Exact Test for NRHP Significance Assessments by Practitioners
for Occupations Identified via Open Ground Survey

Practitioner Eligible Ineligible Totals
Peacock
1
18
19
McClung
0
1
1
Kelso
0
5
5
Totals
1
24
39

The second test table organizes the eligibility of occupations based on the practitioner
who recorded it in instances where occupations were identified using shovel testing.
Table 3.2

Fisher’s Exact Test for NRHP Significance Assessments by Practitioners
for Occupations Identified via Shovel Test Survey

Practitioner Eligible Ineligible Totals
65
Peacock
15
50
15
McClung
6
9
20
Kelso
2
18
37
Bruce
8
29
2
Blitz
1
1
Totals
32
107
The remaining two Fisher’s exact tests will be conducted in the same way, in that they
will be organized categorically. Like the previous two tests, Tables 3.2 and 3.3, one of the
categories will be NRHP eligibility. However, the second set of tests will organize the
occupations based on their classification within the paradigm designed for this thesis. The
first of these two Fisher’s exact tests was set up using occupations identified via open
ground survey.
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Table 3.3

Fisher’s Exact Test for NRHP Eligibility by Paradigm Class for
Occupations Identified via Open Ground Survey

Class
Eligible Ineligible Totals
1
19
0
1
1
20
0
1
1
28
0
1
15
55
1
14
2
56
0
2
1
58
0
1
1
61
0
1
3
64
0
3
Totals
1
24
The final Fisher’s exact test was set up using occupations identified by
practitioners using shovel testing. In this case, the occupations were organized based on
the class they were classified into in the paradigm, as well as whether they were
determined to be eligible or ineligible for the NRHP.
Table 3.4

Fisher’s Exact Test for NRHP Eligibility by Paradigm Class for
Occupations Identified via Shovel Test Survey

Class
Eligible Ineligible Totals
16
19
5
11
6
20
2
4
5
21
2
3
1
22
0
1
4
28
0
4
1
39
1
0
50
55
11
39
10
56
2
8
3
57
1
2
1
58
0
1
38
64
8
30
3
65
0
3
1
67
0
1
Totals
32
107
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Fisher’s exact tests will help to reveal whether bias exists between practitioners
and whether that bias has impacted whether a representative sample of the archaeological
record of the Ackerman Unit of the TNF has been saved. In the first set of exact tests
(those categorized by practitioner and NRHP eligibility), the null model states that there
is no difference in the frequency of eligible sites between practitioners. Failure to reject
the null would indicate that there was no observable significant difference between
eligibility assessments made by practitioners. If the resulting p-value is less than 0.05, the
standard 95 percent confidence interval, then the null would be rejected and would
indicate that there was a significant difference between practitioners. For the second set
of exact tests (those categorized by paradigm class and NRHP eligibility), the null model
states that there is no difference in the frequency of eligible sites between paradigm
classes. Failure to reject the null would indicate that there was no observable significant
difference in eligibility assessments between classes. If the resulting p-value is less than
0.05, then the null would be rejected and would indicate a significant difference in
eligibility assessments between classes.
Therefore, if the p-value for one of the first set of exact tests was less than 0.05
and the corresponding p-value for the second set of exact tests was less than 0.05, it
would show that bias existed between practitioners and that a representative sample of
the archaeological record was not being saved, likely as a result of practitioner bias. In
the instance where the p-value of the exact test concerning practitioner bias was less than
0.05, but the p-value of the exact test organized by class was greater than 0.05, it would
show that while a significant difference existed between practitioners’ eligibility
determinations, a representative sample of the archaeological record may still be being
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saved. When the p-value for the exact test for practitioner bias is greater than 0.05 and the
null cannot be rejected, and the p-value for the corresponding exact test for class bias is
less than 0.05, and that null is rejected, then even though practitioner bias may not exist, a
representative sample of the archaeological record is still not being saved. The last
scenario would be where both the practitioner exact test and its corresponding class exact
test had p-values greater than 0.05 and neither null could be rejected. In this instance,
practitioner bias could not be ruled out, but may not exist, and a representative sample
maybe saved. For all scenarios, further inquiry into trends in the paradigm will help to
enlighten statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Paradigmatic Classification Results
Two paradigmatic classifications were constructed for this thesis as it was
determined that open ground collection and shovel test surveying were not comparable
methods for the sake of occupation recording and eligibility determination by various
practitioners. Occupations that were recorded in the Ackerman Unit of the TNF were
placed in one of these two paradigms, depending on which method was used by various
practitioners, as recorded on site cards and in reports. The resulting paradigms show
occupations only in a select number of classes.
Table 4.1

Ackerman Unit Occupations Eligible for the Paradigmatic Classification

Sites

Eligibility

Author

22CH573

unknown

Peacock

19

Shovel

22CH679

potentially eligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

22CH684

ineligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

22WI552

potentially eligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

TM-55-1

ineligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

TM-72-10

ineligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

TM-72-5

ineligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

TM-72-8

ineligible

Peacock

19

Shovel

TM-72-9

ineligible

Peacock

19

Open Ground

22WI759

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI751

eligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI752

eligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI753

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI768

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel
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Class

Shovel/Open Ground

Table 4.1 (continued)
22WI776

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI778

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

22WI781

ineligible

Bruce

19

Shovel

TM-57-2

ineligible

Kelso

20

Shovel

22CH546

ineligible

Peacock

20

Shovel

22CH659

unknown

Peacock

20

Shovel

22CH676

potentially eligible

Peacock

20

Shovel

22CH678

ineligible

Peacock

20

Shovel

22WI553

ineligible

Peacock

20

Open Ground

22WI704

ineligible

Peacock

20

Shovel

TM-57-1

ineligible

Bruce

21

Shovel

22WI733(prehistoric)

ineligible

McClung

21

Shovel

22WI733(historic)

Ineligible

McClung

21

Shovel

22WI535(prehistoric)

eligible

Peacock

21

Shovel

22WI535(historic)

eligible

Peacock

21

Shovel

22WI714

ineligible

Kelso

22

Shovel

22WI703

ineligible

Kelso

28

Shovel

TM-59-P1

ineligible

Kelso

28

Shovel

TM-56-3

ineligible

McClung

28

Shovel

TM-56-13

ineligible

Peacock

28

Shovel

TM-59-6

ineligible

Peacock

28

Open Ground

22CH719

unknown

McClung

39

Shovel

22WI520

ineligible

Blitz

55

Shovel

22CH702

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI707

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI708(prehistoric)

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI708(historic)

Ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI710

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI711

ineligible

Kelso

55

Open Ground

22WI712

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI713

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22WI719

potentially eligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

IF-08-16-01

ineligible

Kelso

55

Open Ground

TM-60-V1

ineligible

Kelso

55

Open Ground

TM-73-V1

ineligible

Kelso

55

Open Ground

22WI702

ineligible

Kelso

55

Shovel

22CH581

ineligible

McClung

55

Shovel

22CH582

ineligible

McClung

55

Open Ground

22CH720

ineligible

McClung

55

Shovel
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Table 4.1 (continued)
22WI732(prehistoric)

eligible

McClung

55

Shovel

22WI732(historic)

eligible

McClung

55

Shovel

22WI738

ineligible

McClung

55

Shovel

TM-56-4

ineligible

McClung

55

Shovel

22CH538

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH539

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH540

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH541

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH542

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH543(prehistoric)

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH543(historic)

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22CH545

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH561(prehistoric)

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH561(historic)

Ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH579

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH639

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH641

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH681

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH682

unknown

Peacock

55

Shovel

22CH717

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI538

unknown

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI550

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI554

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

22WI663

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI664

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI689

potentially eligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI697

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI699

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

22WI701

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

TM-56-1

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

TM-59-7

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

TM-59-8

potentially eligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

TM-59-9

ineligible

Peacock

55

Open Ground

TM-72-13

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

TM-74-5

ineligible

Peacock

55

Shovel

TM-50-03-1

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI756

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI757

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI761

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel
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Table 4.1 (continued)
22WI766

eligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI767

eligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI770

eligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI772

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI779

eligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI782

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI785

eligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI784

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

TM-61-04-1

ineligible

Bruce

55

Shovel

22WI715

ineligible

Kelso

56

Shovel

22CH718

unknown

McClung

56

Shovel

22CH661

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

22CH683

ineligible

Peacock

56

Open Ground

22WI551

unknown

Peacock

56

Shovel

22WI688

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

22WI691

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

22WI694

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

22WI696

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

TM-59-3

ineligible

Peacock

56

Shovel

TM-72-15

ineligible

Peacock

56

Open Ground

22WI780

ineligible

Bruce

56

Shovel

22WI686

ineligible

Peacock

57

Shovel

22WI690

ineligible

Peacock

57

Shovel

22WI692

potentially eligible

Peacock

57

Shovel

TM-54-5

ineligible

Kelso

58

Shovel

22CH537

ineligible

Peacock

58

Open Ground

TM-72-K1

ineligible

Kelso

61

Open Ground

22WI522

unknown

Blitz

64

Shovel

22WI705

ineligible

Kelso

64

Shovel

22WI716

ineligible

Kelso

64

Shovel

22WI717

potentially eligible

Kelso

64

Shovel

TM-56-VI

ineligible

Kelso

64

Open Ground

TM-72-V1

ineligible

Kelso

64

Shovel

22CH581(prehistoric)

ineligible

McClung

64

Shovel

22CH581(historic)

ineligible

McClung

64

Shovel

22WI740

potentially eligible

McClung

64

Shovel

22WI739

potentially eligible

McClung

64

Shovel

22CH544

ineligible

Peacock

64

Open Ground

22CH548

ineligible

Peacock

64

Open Ground
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Table 4.1 (continued)
22CH562

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH638(prehistoric)

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH638(historic)

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH640

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH658

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH677

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH685

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22CH686

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI549

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI687

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI693

potentially eligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI695

ineligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI698

potentially eligible

Peacock

64

Shovel

22WI754

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI755

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI758

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI760

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI762

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI763

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI764

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI765

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI769

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI771

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI773

eligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI774

eligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI775

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI777

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22WI783

ineligible

Bruce

64

Shovel

22CH660(prehistoric)

ineligible

Peacock

65

Shovel

22CH660(historic)

Ineligible

Peacock

65

Shovel

TM-73-01

ineligible

Peacock

65

Shovel

TM-59-K4

ineligible

Kelso

67

Shovel

Occupations are organized by their assigned site number, NRHP eligibility, recording
practitioner, paradigm class, and survey method. Site numbers that are listed twice
designate sites with multiple occupations with the recorded component listed in
parentheses.
In other words, only a small number of classes, or boxes, in each paradigm actually had
occupations sorted into them. This does not diminish the value of these paradigms.
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Rather, it could show that specific types of occupations are common to the Ackerman
Unit of the TNF or that certain types of occupations are best preserved and readily
identified by modern archaeological practitioners. Furthermore, the presence of
occupations in specific classes could help to identify areas of bias, should they exist.
To begin, a total of 26 occupations that were identified via open ground survey in
the Ackerman Unit of the TNF were categorized into a paradigm based on the dimensions
previously discussed in this thesis. Of these, 25 were classified by the paradigm, while
the remaining one was unable to be classified due to missing relevant information about
the size of the occupation. These 25 occupations were classified into eight of the 72
classes. Of these classes, five only had one occupation placed into them, while the other
three classes each contain multiple occupations. Classes were numbered for convenience
of discussion in this thesis, but should be considered completely arbitrary. Three
practitioners recorded occupations that were placed in the open ground survey paradigm:
Peacock, McClung, and Kelso.
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It was first thought that by looking at the percentage of occupations determined to
be eligible in each class and then looking again at the percentage of occupations
determined to be eligible or potentially eligible by each practitioner, bias could be
identified. However, due to varying numbers of occupations in each class and varying
numbers of occupations recorded by each practitioner, these percentages would not be
comparable and could potentially misrepresent biases in eligibility determinations. This is
especially true in the case of occupations identified via open ground survey, because
there was a relatively small sample size of such occupations and only one of them was
even found to be eligible. A general statement can be made that in the case of the
Ackerman Unit of the TNF, occupations identified via open ground survey are less likely
to be considered potentially eligible or eligible for the NRHP than those found via shovel
testing. While 3.8% of occupations identified via open ground survey were determined to
be eligible or potentially eligible, 22.7% of occupations identified via shovel test survey
were determined to be eligible or potentially eligible.
The same procedure for compiling paradigms that was used for occupations
identified via open ground survey was used for occupations that were identified using
shovel testing. In this case, a total of 140 occupations were recorded in the Ackerman
Unit of the TNF, and of these, 139 were recorded with enough information to place into
the paradigm.
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Shovel test paradigmatic classification

138 of the 139 recorded occupations that were identified via shovel test survey.
X=eligible for the NRHP, O=ineligible for the NRHP
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 all show where occupations were sorted in the paradigm
designed for this study. However, they do not address which practitioner recorded the
occupation, and subsequently where that occupation ended up in the paradigm. In order
to best get at potential practitioner bias, it is important to see whether certain practitioners
were placing emphasis on certain dimensions and if that ultimately affected whether they
designated those occupations to be eligible or ineligible for the NRHP. Which
practitioners recorded which occupation, and where that occupation ultimately falls in the
paradigm, is shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for open ground surveys and shovel test
surveys, respectively. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 also designate by color and underline which
occupations were determined to be eligible or ineligible by the practitioner that recorded
them originally, whose name is on the site card.
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Figure 4.3 shows that three practitioners recorded 25 occupations, which could be
placed in the paradigm, in the Ackerman Unit of the TNF using open ground survey.
Peacock recorded 19 of these, McClung recorded one, and Kelso recorded five.
Ultimately, only one of these was found to be eligible for the NRHP and it was one of
Peacock’s 19. Overall, the occupations recorded by the three practitioners that fell into
the open ground survey paradigm were relatively dispersed throughout the paradigm.
Peacock recorded occupations that fell into seven of the eight relevant classes and had by
far the most occupations recorded in this paradigm. Kelso, who had six occupations
classified in this paradigm, recorded occupations that fell into three classes. McClung
only recorded one occupation that fell into this paradigm, and therefore cannot be used to
look at whether practitioners were recording a specific type of occupation. With such a
small sample size, it is impossible to say whether practitioners showed bias toward
specific dimensions or whether the recorded occupations were simply typical of the
Ackerman Unit of the TNF. Furthermore, with only one of these occupations considered
eligible for the NRHP, it is difficult to assign bias because that single occupation is the
only representation of what is considered valuable enough to be eligible for the NRHP,
and cannot be fit into any larger trend. With this is mind, actual statistical bias will be
assessed once Fisher’s exact tests are run.
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In Figure 4.4, the paradigm that encompasses shovel tested occupations and the
practitioners who designated them as either eligible or ineligible for the NRHP, a total of
139 occupations were placed in the paradigm by eight different practitioners. Peacock
recorded 65 of these, Blitz recorded two occupations, Kelso recorded a total of 20
occupations, McClung recorded 15 occupations, and Bruce recorded 37 occupations.
Overall, the occupations recorded and ultimately considered eligible by
practitioners appear to be spread out across the utilized classes in the paradigm. While
Peacock recorded the most occupations and subsequently recorded the highest number of
eligible occupations, these eligible occupations were dispersed across several different
classes. The same can be said of Kelso, McClung, and Bruce, while Blitz recorded too
few occupations for any type of bias to be assessed just by looking at the paradigm.
Blitz’s sample size is also likely too small to have any statistical relevance. It was
mentioned previously in this thesis that Blitz had recorded over 40 sites in the Ackerman
Unit during the 1980s. Most of these could not be placed into the paradigm due to
insufficient information and often times, lack of a significance assessment. Since just
looking at the paradigm and using percentages of occupations considered eligible versus
ineligible by each practitioner are not totally reliable means of getting at bias, this was
statistically analyzed using Fisher exact tests and will be discussed in the next section.
Fisher’s Exact Test Results
A total of four Fisher’s exact tests were run for this thesis. Two of those
organized occupations based on recording practitioner and designated NRHP eligibility,
one for occupations identified via shovel testing and the other for occupations identified
via open ground survey. The other two Fisher’s exact tests organized occupations based
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on paradigmatic classification and NRHP eligibility, where separate tests were run for
occupations identified via open ground survey and shovel test survey. The exact test for
shovel tested occupations that organized them based on practitioner and NRHP eligibility
returned a p-value of 0.226. The null model for this Fisher’s exact test stated that there is
no difference in the frequency of eligible sites between practitioners. Since the p-value
for this exact test is greater than 0.05, the null cannot be rejected. Therefore, bias has not
been detected by the Fisher exact test, but because the p-value indicates the probability of
observing the sample results or a more extreme result, the possibility still exists that bias
could be present. The corresponding exact test for shovel tested occupations that were
categorized in terms of paradigm class and NRHP eligibility produced a p-value of 0.540.
The null model for this exact test stated that there is no difference in the frequency of
eligible sites between paradigmatic classes. Due to the fact that the p-value is greater than
0.05, the null model cannot be rejected. This means that the test has not detected bias
when occupations in different classes are determined to be eligible or ineligible.
The same exact tests were run for data acquired via open ground survey. The
exact test run for occupations recorded using open ground survey organized using
practitioner and NRHP eligibility resulted in a p-value of 0.999. The null model for this
exact test stated that there is no difference in the frequency of eligible sites between
practitioners. The p-value of 0.999 means that the null cannot be rejected and the Fisher
exact test did not detect bias between practitioners in their significance assessments for
NRHP eligibility. For occupations identified via open ground survey organized by
paradigm class and NRHP eligibility for the exact test, a p-value of 0.999 was recorded.
The null model for this exact test stated that there is no difference in the frequency of
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eligible sites from class to class. Since the p-value is 0.999 and greater than 0.05, the null
cannot be rejected. This high p-value indicates that bias has not been detected between
eligibility assessments by paradigm class. The fact that the p-values for both open ground
survey exact tests are 0.999 likely indicates that the sample size was insufficient for
statistical analysis and the evidence against the null model is very weak. A p-value
indicates the probability of the sample results or a result more extreme, and these results
show that the probability is large for the sample results and more extreme cases.
Therefore it is more likely that no bias is present, but the more extreme result of a p-value
less than 0.05 still remains a possibility.
Discussion
As discussed in the results section, the sample of occupations identified via open
ground survey is insufficient to make any definitive claims as to whether a representative
sample of the archaeological record is being saved on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF.
Due to the topographic landscape of the TNF, it is not likely that this sample size would
dramatically increase over time or as new practitioners investigate the area. This is
simply because the area is heavily wooded, and in areas clear of trees, still has significant
ground cover. The simple fact of the matter is that the vast majority of the Ackerman
Unit of the TNF requires shovel testing and screening to be adequately surveyed.
Certainly, exceptions will be made in instances where ground may be exposed due to
natural causes or construction of food plots, fire lines, or following logging, but in the
vast majority of cases screening shovel tests is necessary as practitioners have shown that
this methodology reveals more cultural material (Peacock 1995). The only real sound
conclusion that can be made about open ground survey is that occupations identified via
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shovel testing that were screened are more likely to be considered eligible for the NRHP.
For occupations identified via open ground survey, 3.8% of them were determined to be
eligible, while for occupations identified via shovel testing, 22.7% of them were
determined to be eligible for the NRHP. Based on the small statistically insignificant
sample size, and the method’s relative inconsequence on the Ackerman Unit, it is more
relevant to discuss the occupations identified via shovel testing and the general trends of
the practitioners who recorded them.
This exposes a bias that is masked by the paradigm chosen for this thesis. While
the paradigm was designed to assist in identifying bias in NRHP site eligibility between
practitioners and the classes that occupations were sorted into, it did not consider that
relative depth, and therefore the cultural material commonly found at specific depths on
the Ackerman Unit, would end up masking a bias for prehistoric sites over historic ones.
A large number of historic sites were found via open ground survey because historic
structures, cisterns, and other cultural remains are recent enough that they remain on the
surface with little or no deposition and can more often be located without shovel testing,
which is not as often the case for prehistoric artifacts. In fact, 19 of the 25 (76%)
recorded occupations in the open ground survey paradigm were marked as historic
components by the recording practitioner. The majority of the occupations were historic
for both the open ground survey paradigm and the shovel test survey paradigm. However,
the open ground survey paradigm differed significantly from the shovel test survey
paradigm in that 72 (52%) of the occupations were historic and 67 (48%) of the
occupations were prehistoric. Open ground survey in general appears to favor locating
historic cultural deposits on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. This is problematic because
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the Fisher’s exact tests and statistical analysis of the open ground survey paradigm were
insufficient for generating analyzable results. Consequently, because the open ground
paradigm lacked a sufficient number of occupations to evaluate them statistically, these
occupations have to go largely unanalyzed. Therefore, due to the nature of the Ackerman
Unit of the TNF and where cultural remains are located spatially, this paradigm could be
considered biased against historic occupations. In order to get at this problem in future
research endeavors, a new paradigm would have to be devised that accommodated
specific research questions that addressed potential differences in the ways prehistoric
and historic sites were being recorded and ultimately how eligibility was determined
between them.
Furthermore, the small percentage of open ground surveyed occupations that
ended up being considered eligible for the NRHP could have been caused by
practitioners’ perceptions of disturbance and site integrity. Cultural deposits for open
ground surveys are often found as a result of some form of disturbance, which could
include ground clearance for food plots or fire lines, agricultural processes such as
plowing, or tree removal. Even though these processes slightly alter the context of the
archaeological material contained therein, research value and potential are not completely
lost. Many of the practitioners used disturbance as a reason for marking sites as ineligible
for the NRHP in their reports. This is by no means an egregious error, as some sites’
contexts can be destroyed by disturbance, both natural and cultural. However, as difficult
as it is to say for certain what conditions these sites were in based solely on the site cards
and reports, this perception of disturbance as solely harmful could certainly be considered
a bias.
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The way in which the paradigm for this thesis was conceived resulted in the vast
majority of the occupations in the shovel test paradigm being classified as small
occupations (111/139) and having a light artifact density (136/139). While this is not a
problem in and of itself, it is potentially indicative of a bias in the paradigm toward these
dimensions. Contrarily, this could mean that occupations on the Ackerman Unit of the
TNF tended to be small with few artifacts and the prevalence of these dimensions in the
paradigm is symptomatic of the lifeways of prehistoric and historic people. Since the
paradigm has been satisfactorily justified and was designed for this thesis, any changes
would require asking new research questions and essentially starting a project from
scratch. It is therefore not productive to consider tweaks to the paradigm to alter the
results of this research, as this defies the scientific method and would not be scientifically
defensible. Future research endeavors can certainly take this paradigm as a model and
make changes based on the research questions being asked.
This thesis looked specifically at whether a paradigm could be used to identify
practitioner bias in the recording of occupations for the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. The
previously discussed results of the Fisher’s exact tests that were executed using the
paradigm demonstrate that an explicitly defined paradigm may or may not be used to
identify statistical recording bias and whether a representative sample of occupations had
been saved. However, the paradigm is useful in that it visibly demonstrates types of
occupations that are more often identified and presents a general picture of the recorded
occupations of the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. The exact test results for shovel testing
demonstrated that practitioner and bias could not be detected under the conditions of this
classification, and therefore this was not a prohibitive factor for a representative sample
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of the archaeological record being saved. The same can be said of assessments of
eligibility based on class, bias was not detected under the conditions of this classification
and therefore a representative sample of the archaeological record was likely saved.
Four of the five practitioners who recorded occupations in the Ackerman Unit of
the TNF using shovel testing methods, were responsible for a large number of
significance determinations. The exception is Blitz, who surveyed a great deal of the
Ackerman Unit and was the first practitioner to do so systematically, but much of what
was done by Blitz had to be redone by future practitioners because screening shovel tests
was not yet considered necessary while he was working. Only two of Blitz’s recorded
occupations had enough information to be classified in the paradigm. However, it is
important to note that a number of the occupations recorded by the four other
practitioners were done so in areas previously surveyed and identified as culturally
relevant by Blitz. In terms of potential bias, Peacock’s recorded occupations are dispersed
throughout the paradigm in a way that is consistent with how the other occupations were
classified. In other words, there is no evident existing bias. This is not surprising as
Peacock advocates for an approach “to treat each survey area as a sampling universe and
to save a representative sample of each site type discovered, choosing the particular sites
to save based on the relative degree of preservation” (Peacock 1998). Of the 13 classes
used in this paradigm, Peacock recorded occupations in nine of them. It is also notable
that, of all of the classes in which Peacock did not have an occupation, there is only one
recorded occupation total. It is therefore the case that no identifiable bias exists in the
occupations recorded by Peacock.
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Bruce recorded the next largest number of occupations in this paradigm, second to
Peacock. Of the 13 classes with occupations present in them, Bruce recorded occupations
in five of those. While Bruce does not explicitly state his approach as Peacock does, it is
made clear in his reports that he is considering the best ways to save a representative
sample because he goes to great lengths to compare work previously done by Kelso,
Blitz, McClung and Peacock. He states that his re-examinations of areas previously
looked at by other practitioners “does not address methodology, but instead the quality of
surveys. Like other surveys the primary goal…is to record any sites eligible for listing on
the NRHP within the project area” (Bruce 2004a, 7). Resurveying areas that potentially
lack accurate records shows a concern for saving a representative sample of the
archaeological record. When Bruce makes eligibility determinations in his reports, a
common theme for his justification of NRHP designation, eligible or ineligible, has to do
with the density and diversity of artifacts. In one instance he states that “although the site
has retained depositional integrity, the low artifact density indicates that further work at
the site would not provide additional insights concerning prehistoric settlement patterns
and lifeways” (Bruce 2004b). The purpose here is not to call his decision into question,
rather it is to illustrate that a bias exists in Bruce’s eligibility considerations toward
artifact-rich sites.
Work done by Kelso on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF was called into question
and ultimately resurveyed by future practitioners (Bruce 2004a; McClung 2003a). After
resurveying selected areas previously surveyed by Kelso, McClung states that “the
evidence points to deficiencies in the year 2000 heritage surveys. This report has
examined statistical evidence showing that approximately 191 sites remain unrecorded
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[i.e., undiscovered] in the year 2000 surveys” (McClung 2003a:22). Work done by
practitioners prior to Kelso was able to show that the veracity of his surveys was not
sufficient for even identifying a representative sample of the archaeological record, let
alone saving it. Although Kelso explicitly states in his reports that site significance for
the TNF is based on preserving a representative sample of all sites and that this entails
“identifying variability within the archaeological record; classifying that variability in
terms of site types; and saving those examples of each type that are particularly well
preserved”, he clearly falls short in doing so based on the work of his successors (Kelso
2000:7). Furthermore, while percentages cannot be entirely relied upon as a means of
statistical analysis, it is telling that Kelso determined 11% of his recorded shovel test
occupations to be eligible, while all of the other practitioners determined at least 20% of
their recorded occupations to be eligible. Taking all of this into account, it is likely that
statistical bias, and therefore lack of a representative sample, was a result of insufficient
sampling techniques and data acquisition.
The final practitioner of import is McClung, who recorded a total of 15
occupations that were classified in the shovel test paradigm. Of these 15, six were
considered eligible for the NRHP. McClung is never explicit in terms of his approach to
significance assessments. However, in McClung’s (2003a) report that assesses work
previously done by Kelso, he locates a previously unrecorded occupation that contains
faunal remains, and goes on to discuss their importance. While it is true that such
perishable artifacts are rare on the TNF due to geophysical conditions, the reverence
McClung places on finding such artifacts illustrates a bias towards preserving them
through inclusion on the NRHP. It is important to note that the term bias should not be
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construed as a negative attribute in a practitioner, as the bias described here helps to
enrich the archaeological record of the Ackerman Unit. Rather, a bias is an attribute that
more or less exists, but is important to be cognizant of during significance
determinations. McClung also expresses favor toward prehistoric sites over historic ones,
as evidenced by disappointment in only locating historic artifacts in one report (McClung
2003b). McClung may therefore be considered more likely to determine prehistoric
occupations eligible for the NRHP over historic ones with similar artifact densities and
other dimensions.
In summary, different types of bias and different degrees of those biases exist
among the various practitioners. Despite these differences, it is unclear whether they
prevented or assisted in a representative sample of the archaeological record being saved.
Existing biases among practitioners were either different enough, or despite existing, not
prevalent enough to demonstrate statistical bias in terms of their significance
assessments and which occupations ended up being considered eligible by class.
Practitioners who made clear in their reports that their goal was to save a representative
sample, seem to have more nearly accomplished that goal. This was evidenced by their
recorded occupations, both eligible and ineligible, being spread more evenly throughout
the paradigm. This proved to be one of the ways that the Fisher’s exact test statistical
results and the paradigm complemented each other well in the overall analysis of the
classification.
In terms of the Fisher’s exact test results, the null model failed to be rejected for
occupations organized by both class and practitioner in occupations identified via open
ground survey. Both of the exact tests run for occupations identified via open ground
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survey (organized by class and practitioner) resulted in p-values of 0.999. Therefore, the
null could not be rejected for either test and no bias could be detected between
practitioners or the classes in the paradigm that occupations were classified into. The fact
that the p-values for both open ground survey exact tests are 0.999 could indicate that the
sample size was insufficient for statistical analysis or that evidence against the null model
was just extremely weak. A p-value indicates the probability of the sample results or a
result more extreme, and these results show that the probability is large for the sample
results and more extreme cases. Therefore, it is most likely that no bias is present, but the
possibility of bias cannot be definitively ruled out.
The Fisher’s exact test for shovel tested occupations that organized them based on
practitioner and NRHP eligibility returned a p-value of 0.226. The null model for this
Fisher’s exact test stated that there is no difference in the frequency of eligible sites
between practitioners. Since this p-value is greater than 0.05, the null model could not be
rejected. Therefore, bias has not been detected, but because the p-value indicates the
probability of observing the sample results or a more extreme result, the possibility still
exists that bias could be present. Ultimately though, no detectable bias exists among
practitioners, but since it is the lowest p-value, there is stronger evidence for bias here
than in any other test.
The corresponding exact test for shovel tested occupations that were categorized
in terms of paradigm class and NRHP eligibility produced a p-value of 0.540. The null
model for this exact test stated that there is no difference in the frequency of eligible sites
between paradigmatic classes. Due to the fact that the p-value is greater than 0.05, the
null model could not be rejected. This means that the test has not detected bias when
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occupations in different classes were determined to be eligible or ineligible. Because no
bias was detected, it can be assumed that a representative sample of the archaeological
record was saved under the conditions of the classification developed for this thesis.
Although no statistical bias could be detected by the Fisher’s exact tests and
classification designed for this thesis, the classification and corresponding tests have by
no means failed. By not rejecting the null model for shovel tested occupations organized
by paradigm class, this study has shown that a representative sample of the
archaeological record is likely being saved under the conditions of my classification.
Furthermore, even though certain biases were made apparent in reports published by
various practitioners, this was not enough to create statistical bias between their
significance assessments and the corresponding classes that occupations were placed in.
While it cannot be said that a representative sample of the archaeological record was
definitively saved, due to the nature of Fisher’s exact tests and their inability to
completely rule out extremes when the null is not rejected, records and reports from the
Ackerman Unit of the TNF should be considered useable for future research endeavors
and larger scale research.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
One of the goals of this thesis was to identify ways in which significance
decisions were being affected on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. There was a major
concern that research among different practitioners was not synthetic and therefore called
into question any assertions about large scale settlement patterns and population trends in
the region. Even in instances when research methods are consistent among practitioners,
it is critical that they preserve a representative sample of the archaeological record.
Cultural remains that may not seem relevant or researchable at present may prove
invaluable with inevitable technological advancements in the future.
Specifically in the case of the Ackerman Unit of the TNF, there was a concern
about significance designations and how sites were being recorded by different
practitioners. The guidelines put out by the Mississippi Department of Archives and
History, as well as federal guidelines (derived from NHPA, NEPA, etc.), have changed
over time and adherence to them has varied by practitioner as well as project. It is
therefore imperative that before any future research is done that employs a synthetic
recording system and methodology, previously recorded sites be analyzed for
representativeness. A paradigmatic system of classification was devised to address this
particular problem for the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. A goal of this thesis was to test
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whether the paradigm could adequately identify bias in collection methods, recording
preferences and significance determinations.
The paradigm was successful in demonstrating general trends and evident
occupation types on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF. Unfortunately, no statistical bias
could be definitively identified. It showed that for occupations identified via shovel test
surveys, the null model could not be rejected when occupations were organized by class
and when they were organized by practitioner. However, by not rejecting the null model
for shovel tested occupations organized by paradigm class, this study has shown that a
representative sample of the archaeological record is likely being saved under the
conditions of the classification. Furthermore, even though the p-value for the exact test
organized by practitioner and NRHP was the lowest p-value overall, no bias could be
statistically identified and therefore bias in eligibility determinations was not present
under the conditions of this classification. For occupations identified via open ground
surveys, the sample for the Ackerman Unit of the TNF was insufficient for demonstrating
any potential bias. Discrepancies between practitioners seemed to exist based on their
distribution throughout the paradigm, but no statistical bias was detected between
practitioners and their eligibility determinations. Additionally, no bias was detected
between the eligibility of occupations in different paradigm classes. These statistical
results are likely due to the small sample size because the p-values were so high (0.999)
and indicated that the sample results as well as more extreme results were all probable.
However, taken at face value the results indicate that bias could not be detected between
practitioners and between paradigm classes. Cultural material on the TNF is better and
more commonly identified via shovel testing and screening.
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The practitioners who set out with an explicitly defined goal of saving a
representative sample of the archaeological record had occupations that were relatively
evenly dispersed throughout the paradigm, showing a lack of bias towards one type of
occupation over another. Those practitioners who did not explicitly discuss the goal of
saving a representative sample (i.e., it was not stated in any of their reports) seemed to
have more anomalies in the paradigm and were likely sources of potential bias in the
statistical tests that were conducted. However, this could not be confirmed statistically
and therefore remains in question. Since exact tests of occupations organized by class and
practitioner failed to reject their respective null models, it cannot be concluded whether
the serendipity effect was present.
Future research endeavors on the Ackerman Unit of the TNF could certainly
benefit from this research. The fact that discrepancies between practitioners have been
shown to exist should motivate future practitioners and researchers to synthesize their
methods and means of recording occupations. The exact test for occupations organized
by class for shovel testing failed to reject the null model, meaning that a representative
sample may still have been saved (i.e. no differences in the frequency of eligible sites
from class to class remains a possibility). New paradigms would need to be designed to
address future research questions, as the one used in this thesis was specifically designed
for the research questions and hypotheses posed in the introduction. They could,
however, be used as a template for any future inquiries into the veracity of work
previously done in a region.
Moving forward, it is critical that practitioners consider their work as a piece of a
larger picture. Assertions cannot be made about larger scale settlement patterns if
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previous research was not conducted synthetically and does not meet contemporary
standards, or was not recorded well enough to be updated to contemporary standards. The
archaeological record is nonrenewable and should be carefully documented and preserved
when it becomes necessary to alter its context in any way. Ultimately, a preservation
ethic should be mandatory among practitioners, as this thesis has shown that even with
discrepancies between practitioners’ methods and eligibility determinations, a
representative sample of the archaeological record can still be saved. Contemporary bias
does not have to be the be all and end all of the archaeological record.
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